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Let f: X+ Y be a tamely ramilied finite Galois covering of projective varieties 
over a held k, and let S be a coherent G-sheaf (G=Gal(X/Y)) on A’. Concerning 
the k[G]-module structure of the cohomology groups H’(X, 9) (i>O), we first 
give a result (Theorem 1) for X and Y of arbitrary dimension. It shows, in par- 
ticular, that H”(X, .F) is k[G]-projective when H’(X, .9)=0 for ifn. Next, we 
further assume that X and Y are non-singular curves and 9 is locally free. In this 
case an exact “relation” is given between the k[G]-modules #‘(A’, 9”) and 
H’(X. 9) (Theorem 2; we have ff’(A’, .F) =0 for i>2). Our interest lies mainly in 
the case char k > 0. ( 1986 Academic Pas. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field and f: X-+ Y a finite Galois covering of projective 
varieties X and Y over k. We put G = Gal(X/Y) and consider a coherent G- 
sheaf 9 on X. Here, a G-sheaf means a sheaf on which G acts compatibly 
with its action on X. The group G naturally acts on the cohomology 
groups H’(X, 9) (iz0). We are concerned with the k[G]-module structure 
of H’(X, 9) (iz0). In [S] we treated the case where f is unramified, and 
gave a “relation” among the k[G]-modules H’(X, 9) (iz 0) in a similar 
sense as the Riemann-Roth theorem gives a relation among dim H’(X, F) 
(i;fO). As a special case, we proved that H”(X, 9) is k[G]-free if 
H’(X, 9) = 0 for i # n. In this paper we consider the case where f is tamel> 
ramified. In Section 2, a result is given for X and Y of arbitrary dimension. 
It leads to a corollary that H”(X, 9) is k[G]-projective when 
H’(X, 9) = 0 for i# n. (The exact structure of H”(X, 9) is not deter- 
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mined.) In Section 3, we assume that X and Y are non-singular of dimen- 
sion one and 9 is locally free, and give an exact relation between the 
k[G]-modules @(X, 9) and H’(X, 9) (we have H’(X, .9)=0 for iz2). 
In this paper, all arguments are carried out without any assumption on 
char k. But most of the results were known when char k does not divide 
IGI, the order of G (in particular when char k = 0). Hence the essential con- 
tribution of this paper lies in the case where char k divides IGI. In this case 
the fact that the algebra k[G] is no longer semi-simple makes the problem 
difficult. (The knowledge of the Brauer character of a k[G]-module does 
not suffice to determine that module.) Under the assumption that ,f’ is 
tamely ramified, this difficulty is overcome by introducing auxiliary projtjc- 
tive k[G]-modules in treating the (not necessarily projective) k[G]- 
modules H’(X, .F) (iz0). 
2. GENERAL RESULT 
We keep the notations of Section 1. We assume hereafter thatfis tameI> 
ramified, that is, for any geometric point X of A’, the order of the stabilizer 
group G., = {o E Glo(X) =X1 of .U is not divisible by char k. In this 
situation, our general result is 
THEOREM 1. There exists a finite complex 
o+L”-+J!,‘~ .” -+L”+O 
of k [ G]-modules with the ,following properties: 
(L) 
( 1) Each L’ is a finitely generated projective k[ G]-module. 
(2) The i th cohomology group of the complex (L) is isomorphic to 
H’(X, 9) as a k[G]-module (i=O, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Prooj: First we show that there exists a complex (M) which satisfies the 
same conditions as in Theorem 1 except that each M’ is not necessarily 
finitely generated. In other words, [S, Proposition l] is valid under the 
assumption that f is tamely ramified. We construct (M) as a Tech complex 
in the same way as in [S, Proposition 11. Then the Tech cohomology 
theory shows the validity of the condition (2). We shall prove that each M’ 
is k[G]-projective. Put p = char k and take a p-Sylow subgroup G, of G 
(whenp=O, G,= {e}). Let g: X + Y’ be the covering which corresponds to 
G, (G, = Gal(X/Y’)). Since f: X-r Y is tamely ramified, the group G, acts 
on X freely, that is, g: X-t Y’ is unramified (hence &ale). Further we have 
9 =g*(%) where Y =g, (F)“p, the G,-fixed part of g,(y). Then we can 
carry out the same argument as in the proof of [S, Proposition l] with 
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respect to g: X+ Y’ and 5 =g*(%). Consequently we see that each M’, 
when regarded as a k[G,]-module, is projective (equivalently, k[G,]-free). 
This fact and the assertion of [4, p. 436, line 321 (or see [2, Sect. 193; the 
assumption of finite generation of modules is not necessary for this result) 
show that each M’ is k[G]-projective, which proves our assertion. 
Next, recall that each module H’(X, 9) is finitely generated. Hence the 
above complex (M) can be replaced, without changing the cohomology 
groups, by a complex (L) of finitely generated projective k[G]-modules 
(cf. [S, Proposition 21). This complex (L) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 1. 
We mention a corollary of Theorem 1, which can be proved in the same 
way as we obtained, in [S], Theorem 2 from Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. In addition to the h.vpotheses of Theorem 1, assume that 
W( X, 9) = 0 for all i except one value, sa-v i = n, of i.Then the remaining 
cohomologll group H”(X, 9) is a projective k[G]-module. 
Remarks. (1) When the algebra k[G] is semi-simple (in particular, 
when char k = O), all k[G]-modules are projective, and hence Theorem 1 is 
reduced to triviality. However, when k[G] is not semi-simple, Theorem 1 
gives a non-trivial information about k[G]-modules H’(X, 9) (iz0) as is 
recognized by the corollary above. 
(2) The complex (L) in Theorem 1 is not unique. We can change (t) 
in some ways, keeping the conditions of Theorem 1. For example, we can 
choose the integer m (length of (L)) as the greatest integer i such that 
N’(X, 9) # 0 holds. Further we can demand that each L’ is a free k[G]- 
module for iz 1, i.e., except Lo (cf. [IS, Proposition 21). 
Put LG,X(p) = Ci( - l)‘chc(Hi(X, y)), where ch,(M) means the 
Brauer character of a k[G]-module M. If L,,,(g) can be calculated, we 
can obtain more accurate knowledge about the complex (L) in Theorem 1. 
(When f is unramilied, LG.,X($) had been known, and consequently 
[S, Theorem l] was obtained.) However, it seems difficult to gain a general 
formula to express L G,X(y) for tamely ramified coverings. 
When X and Y are non-singular of dimension one and 9 is locally free, 
the Brauer character L c,.y(.F) = chc(@(X, 5)) - ch,(H’(X, 9)) is 
calculated (H’(X, g) = 0 for iZ2). This special case will be investigated in 
the next section. 
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3. THE CASE OF CURVES 
Let k be an algebraically closed field and .fi X + Y a finite Galois cover- 
ing of connected complete non-singular curves over k. We assume 
throughout that f  is tamely ramified. Suppose a locally free G-sheaf & 
(G = Gal(X/Y)) of finite rank r is given. We are concerned with the k[G]- 
module structure of @(X, (5”) and H’(X, 8). (We have H’(X, 8)=0 for 
iz2 since dim X= 1.) 
To state our result some notations are necessary. For each point P of X, 
put G,= {a~ Gla(P) = P} (the stabilizer of P) and eP= IGPl. We have 
eP = 1 except for a finite number of P. Since f is tamely ramified, G, is a 
cyclic group of order ( =e,) not divisible by char k. Define 
Opt Hom(G,, k x ) by 
e,(o) =T (mod(n)) for cs E G,, 
where 7c = rrP denotes a local uniformizing parameter at P. Then H, is a 
generator of the group Hom(G,, k x ). For an integer d, we also use the 
symbol 0: to denote the one-dimensional k[G,]-module corresponding to 
@d, E Hom(G,, k ’ ). The group G, naturally acts on the stalk gP of F at P. 
The k[G,]-module gP OFmP k (PP is the stalk at P of the structure sheaf c’ 
of A’.) decomposes into a direct sum of one-dimensional k[G,]-modules 
since G, is cyclic of order prime to char k. Define integers I,, 
(O~/,,~eP-l) for PEA’ and i= l....,r=rank(&) so that gP @(,,k is 
isomorphic to @r= l B;‘p.l as a k[G,]-module. For a k[G]-module A4 and 
a natural number n, we denote by n. A4 the n-times direct sum of M. 
With notations as above, our result is given in the following 
THEOREM 2. (i) There exists a k[G]-module N such that 
ICI. NE @ IndG pFL G,@; d%) 
as k[G]-modules. Here, lndgP means induction from G, to G. 
(ii) There are two k[G]-modules LOand L’ with the foIlowing proper- 
ties: 
(a) The modules Lo and L’ are ,finitely generated projective k[G]- 
modules, and we have an exact sequence 
O-t~(X,&)~L”-,L’~H’(X,F)~O 
qf k[ G]-modules. 
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(b) We define the k[G]-module E by 
where for Q E Y, D denotes an (arbitrarily fixed) point of X such 
that ,f (e) = Q holds, and @yi, means the empty sum when 
10.~ = 0. Then the module Lo 0 r. N (N is the module defined in 
(i) and r = rank(b).) is stab1.v isomorphic to L’ @E as a k[G]- 
module. 
We give a few remarks about Theorem 2 before proving it: 
(1) The k[G]-module N does not depend on the sheaf 6, and is 
determined by the coveringf: X+ Y. It reflects the state of ramification off 
(in particular, N = 0 if and only if f is unramified). Further, we note that N 
can be defined only “globally.” This means that each k[G]-module 
Indgp ( @ y:o’ d. 0s) for P E X is not divisible by 1 GJ in general while their 
sum over all P E X is always divisible by (GI. 
(2) If the k[G]-module structure of either of the two modules 
@(X, 8) and H’(X, 6) is known, we can determine by Theorem 2 the 
k[G]-module structure of the other (cf. Schanuel’s lemma [2, (2.24)]). In 
this sense Theorem 2 gives a “relation” between k[G]-modules H”(X, 6’) 
and H’(X, 6’) as the RiemannRoch theorem gives a relation between 
dim H”(X, &) and dim H’(X, 6’). 
(3) If I is of the form f *(g) for a locally free sheaf 3 on Y, we have 
l,,i = 0 for all P and i. In this case we have E = 0, and hence the assertion 
(b) becomes simple: The k[G]-modules Lo Or. N and L’ are stably 
isomorphic. 
(4) When char k does not divide /Cl, i.e., when k[G] is semi-simple, 
the content of Theorem 2 is equivalent to determining the character 
LG.X(8) = chc(H’-‘(X, 6)) - ch,(H’(X, a)), hence to the result of 
[3, Sect. 31 (cf. also [l] (when k = C) and [7, Sect. 21 (when G is cyclic)). 
But even in this case, it seems a new point of view to introduce the k[G]- 
module N in expressing the obtained result. 
From now on, we shall prove Theorem 2. The assertion (i) will be 
proved in the course of the proof of (ii). 
Applying Theorem 1 to the present case, we see that there exist k[G]- 
modules Lo and L’ which satisfy the condition (a) (recall H’(X, 8) = 0 for 
i22). We shall prove (b) about these modules. We put - 
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Note that the modules # and E (E is defined in (b) ) are both k[G]-projec- 
tive since eP = lGPl is prime to char k for every P E A’. For a k[G]-module 
M, we denote by ch,(M) the Brauer character of M, and put reg, = 
ch,(k[G]). Suppose that the equality 
IGl(ch,(L’)-ch.(L’))= -rch,(W)+ ICI ch,(E)+n(GI reg, (*) 
holds for some integer n. Then, since all modules in question are k[G]-pro- 
jective, we can apply a well-established theorem in modular representation 
theory ([2, (21.23); or 6, Corollary 2 to Theorem 353) and obtain an 
isomorphism 
of k[G]-modules (n, and n2 are natural numbers such that n =n2 -n, 
holds). This shows, in particular, that I%’ is divisible by ICI, i.e., the asser- 
tion (i) (consider the case r = 1). Then dividing by ICI the above equality, 
we obtain the assertion (b). 
Now we prove the equality (*). To prove (*), it suffices to show the 
equality 
IGl(ch,(L’)-ch,(Li))= -rch,(B)+ JGI ch,(E)+n,jGI regH (*)H 
for some integer rzH, for each subgroup H of G which is cyclic of order 
prime to char k. (chH(M) means the character of a k[H]-module M, and 
reg,=ch,(k[H]).) For each PEX, we put H,=HnG,, e>= IHpl, and 
f&. = 8,l Hy E Hom( H,, k x ) (restriction of eP to Hp). We also use the same 
symbol & to denote the character of the one-dimensional k[H,]-module 
corresponding to 0;. Further, let I>,, (Os11’,,i5e’, - 1) be the rest of I,, 
modulo e>. Then we have gPpO c p kz @:=, (0;) P’kJ as k[Hi,]-modules. 
First we prove 
LEMMA. With notations as above, we have 
- ICI 
ch,(N) = IHI PTx Ind ::p(flz: 4&Id)+mIlGl reg, 
and 
for some integers m, and m,. Here, x$2, means the empty sum when rp,i = 0. 
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ProoJ For PE X and cr E G, we naturally have HOcp, = Hn aG,a-’ and 
Q,,(r) = @‘,(a-‘ta) (r E H,,.,). Hence Mackey’s formula ([Z, (10.13) or 
6, Proposition 221) shows 
chH(&) = c c IndzV,p, “2’ d(O&pj)d . 
PEA OE H\GlGp ( d=O 1 
Since Ind&p, ((f9:,p,)d) = Irid;? ( (B’p)J) holds for z E H, we have 
Because (3; (E Hom(H,, k x )) has order e’p and regHp=Cy=pol (ok)“, an 
easy computation shows 
Consequently, 
ch (fl)=u c I dH H IHI ..,,{ n ,,,(~~~d(e:,)~)+f(ep-eb)regH}. 
Let Y, + Y be the subcovering of X + Y corresponding to H. Applying the 
Riemann-Hurwitz formula to X-r Y, and X+ Y, we have 
where g, and g denote the genera of Y, and Y, respectively. This shows 
that 1 
the lemgi. ‘ii:; Ind 
e>’ is a multiple of IHI, and settles the first formula of 
&) (8$,,)?Indgp (@) holds for a E G, we can write 
the module E in the form 
Then, by similar computation as above, we get 
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Let f:(8) denote the subsheaf f,(B)” (G-fixed part) of .f,(B) (recall 
f:X+ Y), and define (f,):(a) similarly forf,: A’-+ Y, (H=Gal(X/Y,,)). 
Then we have 
C c lP,i=degd- IGI degfz(6) 
Ps.Yr=I 
and 
This shows that CPEX C;=, (IP,, - PP.,) is divisible by IH], which completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
Next, we shall calculate ch,(L’)-ch,,(L’). The exact sequence in (a) 
shows 
ch,(L’) - ch,(L’) = chH(H”(X, 8)) - ch,(H’(X, 8”)). 
For a rational number x, let (x) be the fractional part of X, i.e., 
0 5 (x) < 1 and x - (x ) is an integer. Then, applying the formula (3.3) in 
[3], we obtain 
ch,(ff”(x, 8))-ch,(H’(X, 8)) 
+ m3 reg,, 
for some integer nz3. (Note that deg & - CPE x C:=, rl,,; is divisible by I HI.) 
The following equality can be verified by direct computation: 
We rewrite the character ch,(Ho(X, a))-ch,(H’(X, 6)) with the aid of 
this equality. Then, in view of the lemma above, we just find the equality 
( *)H. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
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